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Abstract
The NDE scope is the essential part of the quality control of the construction and erection of power plant components, the extend of the NDE requirement is specified by the construction codes. Khartoum North power station extension project is an EPC contract with a Chinese contractor who is normally using Chinese standard DL 5007 (erection and acceptance for electric power plant construction welding section). according to the contract ASME requirements for NDE is to be used (ASME 1 for boilers, ASME VIII for pressure vessels and ASME B31.1 for piping). The criteria for NDE is different on the two system, the quality control approach is very clear on the Chinese standard DL 5007, the NDE requirement is much more in the Chinese standard in the percentage rates and the no of tests types the code asked to be carried out. The Chinese standard DL 5007 is made to control the Chinese welding personnel.
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